CLASS VII
SOCIAL SCIENCE
REVISION ASSIGNMENT No. 1 - HISTORY
1. Give any three features of Indo Islamic architecture.
2. Name the ceremonial hall built inside the Red Fort for the Public by Shah Jahan.
3. Identify the following monuments.

(3)
(1)

4. Name the tomb which was built by Humayun’s wife after the death of her husband.
(1)
5. ‘Mughal architecture reached the peak of its glory under Shah Jahan’s patronage’.
Justify the statement with suitable examples.
(5)
6. Give any five features of Nagara Style of architecture.
(5)
7. Name four sons of Shah Jahan. Who succeeded the throne and imprisoned his father in
the fort of Agra.
(3)
8. Why Babur came to India? Name the battle which he fought in 1526.
(3)
9. Throw light upon the religious policies of Akbar.
(5)
10. “Aurangzeb turned bed of roses into the bed of thorns”. In the light of this statement
mention any five policies of Aurangzeb which was responsible for the downfall of the
Mughal Empire.
(5)
11. Name the autobiography written by Babur.
(1)
12. Name the city near Agra established by the Mughal Emperor Akbar.
(1)
13. Define Sulh-i-kul.
(1)
14. Who was the founder of Slave dynasty? Why he was called lakhbakh? Name the famous
Minar built by him in Delhi.
(3)
15. Who was Razia Sultan? Why she was not liked by the nobles?
(3)
16. State any five economic reforms introduced by Alauddin Khalji.
(5)
17. Throw light upon the policies of Muhammad Bin Tughlaq which made him unpopular
among the masses.
(5)
18. Identify the capital city built by Rajendra I near the river Kaveri.
(1)
19. Name the three dynasties involved in the tripartite struggle.
(1)
20. When and between whom the first battle of Terrain was fought?
(1)

21. Find out the difference between the invasions of Mahmud Ghazni and Muhammad
Ghori.
(5)
22. Give a brief description about the temples of Chola dynasty.
(3)
23.
Explain with examples, how the inscriptions, coins and artifacts are useful for
reconstructing the history of medieval India?
(3)
24. What are inscriptions?
(1)
25.
On the political map of India identify and locate the following:
A) Chola Dynasty
B) New city built by the Mughal emperor Akbar
C) Capital city built by Vijayalaya
D) Capital city of Shahjahan
E) Place associated with Tripartite Struggle
F) Place where Taj Mahal is situated
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REVISION ASSIGNMENT No. 2 - GEOGRAPHY
1.
2.
3.
4.

Name any four forms of condensation. Discuss any one of them in detail.
(3)
Discuss how latitude and altitude affects the climate of a place.
(3)
Name three kinds of planetary winds.
(1)
Arun has to prepare a weather report of a city for a week. Mention any two elements of
weather which he will record every day.
(1)
5. Name the local wind which are warm and dry and helps in the melting up of snow in the
Rocky Mountains in North America.
(1)
6. Differentiate between Trade winds and Westerlies.
(1)
7. Explain with help of diagrams different kinds of planetary winds.
(5)
8. Illustrate with help of a diagram the heat zones of the earth.
(5)
9. Explain with help of diagram different types of precipitation.
(5)
10. Illustrate with help of a diagram the structure of atmosphere.
(5)
11. Give composition of atmosphere.
(3)
12. Which layer of atmosphere is preferred by the pilots to fly the jet aircrafts?
(1)
13. State the importance of ionosphere.
(1)
14. Explain with help of a diagram the formation of mushroom rock.
(3)
15. Identify the agents of gradation responsible for the formation of following features:
(3)
a) Sand Dunes
b) Delta
c) Waterfalls
d) Mushroom Rock
e) Ox- bow lake
f) Moraines

16. Enumerate any three causes behind soil erosion.
(3)
17. Explain with help of diagrams features formed by the action of river in its upper, middle
and lower course.
(3)
18. Differentiate between degradation and aggradation.
( 1)
19. Differentiate between the following:
(3)
(i)
Sial and Sima
(ii)
Asthenosphere and barysphere
(iii) Sedimentary and Metamorphic Rocks
20. Draw a diagram showing interior structure of the earth.
(3)
21. Identify the type of mountain formed by the collision of two lithospheric plates. Discuss the
formation of this type of rock with special reference to anticline and syncline.
(3)
22. Define Gutenberg Discontinuity.
(1)
23. Define sustainable development. How it can be achieved?
(3)
24. Give reasons
(3)
a) Earth is called a blue planet.
b) Sustainable development is the need of an hour.
c) Core is made of semi solid substance.
25. On the political map of India identify and locate the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.

Largest State of India
Smallest state of India
State sharing its boundary with only Afghanistan
Any two states sharing its border with China
Any two states sharing its border with Bangladesh
Any two states sharing its border with Pakistan
Any two states sharing its border with Bhutan
Neighbouring country of India sharing its boundary with Sikkim, West Bengal,
Assam and Arunchal Pradesh
Neighbouring country of India sharing its boundary with West Bengal, Assam,
Mizoram and Tripura
Neighbouring country of India sharing its boundary with Uttrakhand, UP,
Bihar and Sikkim
Group of Islands in Bay of Bengal
Group of Island in Arabian Sea

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

REVISION ASSIGNMENT NO. 3 – POLITICAL SCIENCE
1.
Name the two houses of state legislature.
(1)
2.
Who exercise the real powers in the state?
(1)
3.
Enlist any three qualifications required to become a governor of a state.
(3)
4.
Differentiate between unicameral and bicameral legislature
(1)
5.
In which house of the state legislature the money bill is first introduced?
(1)
6.
Suppose you are appointed as the Chief Minister of a state. Enlist any five duties
which you have to perform.
(5)
7.
Discuss in detail how the members of legislative councils are appointed.
(5)
8.
State the procedure of how a money bill is passed.
(5)
9.
What are the functions of the Directorate of Health Services in Kerala?
(3)
10. Discuss in detail the three dimensions of health as stated by World Health
Organization.
(3)
11. According to you what are the reasons for the success of Kerala’s health care
programmes?
(3)
12. State the role of Niti Aayog.
(1)
13. Throw light upon the Minimum Needs Programme for health care developed by
Kerala Government.
(3)
14. Suppose you are a Member of Parliament who belongs to minority party. What will be
your role being an opposition member of Parliament?
(3)
15. Define coalition government.
(1)
16. Kamal Singh is 22 years of age and wants to join the politics. Can he contest the
election of Lok Sabha? Give reason for your answer.
(1)
17. State any one advantage of using Electronic Voting Machines.
(1)
18. Draw the symbols of the following political parties:
(1)
(i)
Congress ii) Samajwadi Party
iii)BJP
iv) Aam Aadmi Party
19. Manjeet Choudhary is appointed as Chief Election Commissioner. State any three
duties which he has to perform before the elections.
(3)
20. State any three disadvantages of Coalition government.
(3)
21. Give examples of any two countries having bi party system.
(1)
22. Define democracy.
(1)
23. What kind of democracy exists in Ancient Greece? Why it is not possible to have
direct democracy in the today’s time?
(3)
24. Enlist any three special policies framed to secure better opportunities for the
deprived section of the society.
(3)
25. What do you meant by Univeral Adult Franchise?
(1)

